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tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading 97 things every programmer should know
collective wisdom from the experts, three things that i should ve gotten around to years ago - the blog of scott aaronson
if you take just one piece of information from this blog quantum computers would not solve hard search problems
instantaneously by simply trying all the possible solutions at once, how to squat the definitive guide stronger by science
- by greg nuckols most people should squat do you want bigger legs you d be hard pressed to find a better exercise than the
squat do you want to become more athletic while decreasing your injury risk on the field or the court, the best the rest the
rare 100 autocad tips you should know - tip 2 align tool move rotate and scale your object at once align is often
overlooked by many autocad users instead of using move rotate and scale separately you can do it at once using this tool,
uts 18 unicode regular expressions - where string offsets are used in examples they are from zero to n the length of the
string and indicate positions between characters thus in abcde the substring from 2 to 4 includes the two characters cd,
cutting a monster project down to a manageable size - writing software is a complicated undertaking as every
programmer knows it s counterproductive to try to think through a big program in one sitting instead you have to break the
software into modules, where s my cut on unpaid emotional labor metafilter - read this piece earlier this week and have
spent every moment since physically restraining myself from wheatpasting copies of it to every telephone pole in town,
power wheelchairs all you need to know - old original bm1 1998 this self built powerchair stuff all started with the stock
sunrise medical f55s powerchair in 97 it was abysmal so i started to fix it, ten scams you encounter every day altucher
confidential - i know i know i ve written about this a million times but think about it why is it that just about everything single
thing you learned in history class has to be relearned when you are an adult just so you get the reality of what happened,
business technology news and commentary informationweek com - all industries can learn from the retail sector s work
with artificial intelligence and explore how ai can define product and service offerings while also improving the customer
experience, wake up new zealand what does the globalist agenda new - the epa s decision conflicts with a march 2015
report from the international agency for research on cancer that found that glyphosate probably contributes to non hodgkin
lymphoma in humans and classified it as a group 2a carcinogen, why you should stop using pot return of kings - if you
want to achieve anything in life it s time to stop smoking pot this advice runs quite contrary to the current popular culture
recreational marijuana use has gone mainstream in the past few years as various states have legalized its use, let it bleed
libertarianism and the workplace crooked - this post was co written by chris bertram corey robin and alex gourevitch in
the general course of human nature a power over a man s subsistence amounts to a power over his will alexander hamilton
federalist 79 libertarianism is a philosophy of individual freedom, enforcement guidance reasonable accommodation and
undue - introduction this enforcement guidance clarifies the rights and responsibilities of employers and individuals with
disabilities regarding reasonable accommodation and undue hardship, ideas o reilly media - deriving meaning in a time of
chaos the intersection between chaos engineering and observability crystal hirschorn discusses how organizations can
benefit from combining established tech practices with incident planning post mortem driven development chaos
engineering and observability, ready player one every single easter egg cameo screenrant - ready player one sets a
new record for movie easter eggs and cameos and our list is the only guide you need those who read the book upon which
the film is based knew ahead of time that it would re define pop culture references and homages for movie fans assuming
the makers of ready player one could get the rights to the characters and franchises referenced, intelligence smart genius
gifted wisdom ignorance - intelligence to be intelligent you first have to know what being intelligent is and you also have to
know what being ignorant is ignorant is just another word for not knowing but not knowing is not always obvious or clearly
understood that s because learning is not fully understood the more you learn the more you should realize what you didn t
know, embedded engineering ir infrared remote control relay - consumer ir protocols there are a number of consumer
infrared protocols out there and they have been used for every single purpose possible i guess like pda laptops and other
consumer appliances, conflict vs mistake slate star codex - i for one think this is a great change and a brilliant post
absolutely less time delightedly exploring still more abstruse mistake theory legible problems although these are fun and the
theory that total unity is possible feels good in favor of more time spent on projects such as which candidates are really
fighting for the people vs just astroturfed shills hear hear, run bash on ubuntu on windows windows developer - since

we started planning and building windows 10 we ve been talking to a lot of you about what you would like to see in windows
to make it a great place for you to build awesome apps sites and services for all platforms and all devices, military
association of atheists freethinkers atheists - maaf maintains a roster of atheists in foxholes just in case there are any
rumors that we don t exist the next time you hear someone repeat that old myth just send them here to see how atheists
have served honorably in combat always have always will, eritrea ruling party and children s rights awate com - in a
news it released on its website the eritrean ruling party pfdj said it concluded a seminar where the topic was children s rights
the news indicated the two day seminar was held between 12 13 april 2018 and claimed encouraging results have been
registered in the country in implementation of children s right, strategic relocation where to go when it hits the fan recently i have been looking at motor homes you can pick them up for less than the cost of an acre of land i will most likely
get one if enough time still remains with a motor home you can keep most of your supplies in it and be ready to hit the road
in a moments notice with the ultimate bug out bag on wheels
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